
Turkish Map Star Book 
Design by Tricia Morris

Materials
(2) 4¼x4¼” Mat Board Covers
(2) 6x6” Blue Outside Covers
4x9” Red Inside Cover
(5) 8x8” Kraft Inside Pages
Navy Ribbon Closure
12x12” Printed Cutapart

Tools
Bone Folder
1/8” ScorPal
12” Paper Trimmer
Scissors
Foam Brush
CS® Bookbinding Glue
Needle-tip Glue Applicator
Optional: Turkish Map Stencil

View the Assembly Video Here:
https://youtu.be/UXT3Kgi5ICQ

Assembly Instructions

1. Score the 4x9” Red Inside Cover horizontally at 4⅛, 4½, and 4⅞”. Fold the center score line 
into a mountain fold (by folding the piece in half), and fold the outer score lines into valley folds.

2. Fold one 8x8” Kraft Inside Page in half with the right (dark) side
facing out. Open.

3. Fold diagonally in each direction with the right (dark) side facing
in. Open.

4. Position the center fold horizontally, dark side facing up, and
bring the left and right edges together. Allow the paper to
naturally tuck itself into a triangular shape with two layers.

5. Bring the left and right points of the top layer triangle to the
center and crease the folds. (Peek at the layer below to find
the center of the triangle.) Flip, and repeat for the other two
triangular tips. Reverse the fold of each newly-formed triangle
to complete the page. Burnish creases with a bone folder.

6. Repeat steps three through five for the remaining 8x8” Kraft
Inside pages.

7. Glue the five folded inside pages together, back to back, with
Bookbinding Glue in a needle-tipped applicator. Leave about 1/4” of
the “point” of each page free of adhesive.

8. Glue one 4¼x4¼” Mat Board to the center of each 6x6” Blue Outside
Cover. (Adhere to the smooth side of the paper.)
 

9. Trim each outside corner of the covers at a 90° angle, leaving at least 1/8” paper extending 
beyond the tip of each mat board corner.
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10. To prepare the paper for gluing, wrap each flap around the mat boards. Glue opposite flaps in 
place and burnish with a bone folder. Tuck in the excess paper at each corner and glue the 
remaining flaps onto the boards. Burnish.

11. Place the stack of glued pages into the prepared Red inside cover. Fit the mountain fold of the 
spine between the tips of the 3rd and 4th pages. Glue the pages to the inside cover, one side at 
a time.

12. Locate the center of the ribbon closure. Wrap around the Red Inside Cover with the middle of 
the ribbon aligned with the folded edge, centered from top to bottom. Glue the ribbon into 
place, leaving slack to accommodate the spine.

13. Temporarily place the Blue wrapped cover boards onto the inside pages, flush with the edge of 
the spine and centered from top to bottom. Apply a thorough coat of glue onto one side of the 
Red inside cover and position one Blue outside cover in place.

14. Repeat to adhere the back cover to the book.

15. Trim the 12x12” sheet of cutaparts into individual sections according to the registration marks 
on the artwork. Adhere the shapes to the cover and inside of the book.

16. Optional: Use the Turkish Map Stencil (not included) to trace the unique shapes for the inside 
pages onto the back of selected photographs, trim, and adhere to the pages.
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